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This is the 100th time that this hospital has published an annual report. Although the hospital was
incorporated in 1826 (under the name of the General Hospital Society of Connecticut ), and began
admitting patients to a newly constructed "substantial stone building" in 1833, it was not until
1868 that a report was printed for general distribution to replace a yearly statement submitted to
the Connecticut State Legislature.
"77//.V has heen done
"
said ihe Diiectors in I Xd*. not without the hope .ha: du u</ 'ith ■«. ;v 7
Institution mav he increased hv ditti'sinx u knt'\Hcd<ae o) the ■jnnd it is It :n
■•
am ■ niriing hi
attention of the benevolent to the necessities ot this great public • harir
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More than 1(H) rears have passed simc the Civil War soldier pie \tred m hi >i/i/>ositi
petite stootl a I at lent ion m I rout ul this hospital, horn 'ring perhaps. I heir ■<• •d hie k
in suit iv in.it both the war and iheir battle injuries
They may have been among the .. .S-41' wounde a \oldier win were hr< ia;hl w>m hi
battle fields to this plae e in order n> bene) it Irom , admirable It < anon n hich ,lrv
ground, "to which was attributed much of die hospital's sue cess in uiaiu'aimu : a '<m
mortality rate. The battle wtnmded were treated in ' v<f) hi id iq in the hospi'al
building and in tents and huts that spilled o\ er the hospital grounds and » fiau
patients to temporary t/uaiiers in another part if the at
Much has happened since then, and niae ii has e hanged, ine hiding the hos/n'al huildiu;
itself which filially outlived its usefulness am was tern down in I" -a in ae re plae U h\
the main section ol the \'ew Haven > 'nil as a stands toda v.
The scene may have shifted bid. philosophical!) . the sta) and the Hoard >/ Dii to
of this hospital today are still striving, a their predecessor die in ISnS.to nidiu 7
in the most economical way consistent with the welfare of patknis.
The Annual Report of Yale-New Haven Hospital for 1968 is also a departure from tradition.
Instead of presenting narrative accounts from various hospital departments, this year's
report is presented in the form of interviews with the individuals who are responsible for
the conduct and direction of this institution, and who serve it with pride and energy.
At the outset is a recorded conversation among three men to whom the patients of
this hospital, the community it represents, and the professional persons associated
with it look for official guidance. They are: Mr. Charles H. Costello, President, Board
of Directors, Yale-New Haven Hospital; Mr. Charles B. Womer, Director. Yale-New Haven
Hospital; and Courtney C. Bishop, M.D., Chairman of the Medical Board, Yale-New Haven
Hospital and Clinical Professor of Surgery, Yale University School of Medicine.
Courtney C Bishop. M D . upper left
Chairman Med., al Board
Charles H Costello. upper right
President, Ya.e-New Haven Hospital
Charles B. Womer left
Director, Y.ae-New Haven Hospn
In addition, three other departments are
involved because of their peculiar responsi
bilities in developing and supplying pro
fessional and technical assistance in the
care of patients, the departments of
anesthesiology, clinical laboratories and
pathology which are represented by their
respective chiefs.
Mr. Costello: : aa. Ha life n n, - In
Dr. Bishop: The Medical Board is charged
with the responsibility of developing and
recommending the professional policies
ot the hospital to its board of directors as
the ultimate authority, and receiving from
ihe board in return its mandate to deliver
qualitv patient care to patients.
It represents all of the professional
activities of the hospital and includes as
its members the chiefs of service of the
clinical departments: medicine, obstetrics
i gynecology, pediatrics, psychiatry, radi-
oloav and suraer\
Dr. Bishop: Because of the unique char
acteristics of this institution, which is a
teaching hospital for the Yale School of
Medicine and 'at the same time a com
munity hospital concerned with the care
of private patients who have their own
private physicians, there is something of
a marriage between university titles and
hospital titles.
Those persons who are salaried mem
bers of the teaching faculty of the Yale
School of Medicine are defined as
Tulltime faculty.
Physicians who are primarily private
practitioners in the community but
because of their interest
,
unusual skills and
abilities ate included in the leaching faculty
on a part-time, non-salaried basis, are
called the part-time faculty.
Over and beyond Ihese, which funda
mentally are university titles, are appoint
ments made within the hospital structure
itself, and these persons are known as Ihe
resilient staff, l-'or broad purposes of con
versation, these persons are referred lo as
Ihe house staff and clinical fellows; they
are postgraduate students acquiring ad
vanced training in a variety of specialties.
In addition, we have the professional
staff. This is a limited number of persons
who have a high degree of expertise in
scientific efforts that relate, on occasion,
to the treatment of patients. These might
include physicists interested in equipment
m the radiology department, for example,
or audiologists who provide important
assistance to the otolaryngologist in
problems of deafness, and so on.
We also have members on the staff
who do not hold faculty appointments.
Mr. Costello: What is the value oj die
onihiihilioii oj a teaching hospital ami
u . •minium \ hospital as tar as pulieiils
are , on, erne, I
Dr. Bishop: It provides extraordinary
strength in the medical education of phy
sicians of the next generation and pro
vides top-flight professional care for pa
tients seeking treatment at the present
time.
Many years ago a surgeon friend of
mine from another city described the
physician of the teaching hospital as the
locomotive on a train, pointing out that no
train would be effective without the leader
ship and application of energy derived
from the locomotive. The cars of the train.
he thought, represented the various medical
disciplines which need the direction and
stimulus of university oriented research to
develop new ideas in basic, scientific effort
as well as in clinical application.
1 suppose I am dating myself when I
speak of locomotives. Perhaps I should
use the modern jetliner with its comple
ment of passengers as an example, but
the analogy is the same, and I think, a
good one.
Mr. Costello: ) mi hare hern annuel a
lone rinu aiiel hate seen )'ale-\ew Ilia an
iirow. elei tin/) ami < hange , onshlerahl
mer the years.
l\ von look ahead, what tin von si
as ihe major i linages and development
that might take place in say live or ten
wars'
Dr. Bishop: It seems to me there will
be two principal areas in which progressive
change will occur.
First, fruition of the effort
- which has
been expended in the last 25 years to
develop the integialcd approach, the com
bination of the teaching hospital and the
community hospital, to an even grealei
extent.
Secondly, it would seem clear lo me
thai the trend of medical care in this
country is such that the hospital is des
tined to become the centra] agency, or
the purveyor of health services for regions
in communities, designed to house highly
trained specialists equipped with the besl
of new devices and oriented to the de
livery of optimal patient care; an organ
ization through which the specialist can
achieve the ultimate effect of his skill.
Mr. Costello: iloa ,//„.,,/ //
•■tea Waal / .,■/( It, lid • „ ■. ■./■■■,;
Ill lllll a i . ■mi"'t:a':melU\ ilir. las: i ■ al a :
In , II
Dr. Bishop: In the clinical area I would
say the transplant program, which so far
has been confined to kidney transplanta
tion. This accomplishment has laid the
groundwork for similar transplant pro
cedures in other organ systems.
On a wider scale, the dialysis program
for treating severe kidney disease repre
sents an extraordinary contribution to
the health services of the entire State.
and will become even more so as other
institutions are equipped to provide simi
lar service.
In terms of philosophy, I think it is
extremely significant that surgical and
non-surgical groups are thinking together
in terms of erasing the old and rigid lines
of division between disciplines. They are
now working toward alignments that arc-
more logically directed to the whole pa
tient, and in the case of transplants, entire
organ systems. This is truly a growing
team approach among a variety of disci
plines and I am sure il will continue.
1 think we are also seeing significant
changes in the pattern of appointments
being made to the hospital staff. They
are being made according to the needs of
Ihe hospital for certain skills and the can
didate's ability to function as a teachei
and as a member of the teaching group
The emphasis is toward strengthening
the teaching faculty and I consider this
a step forward and m the right direction.
In addition. I think it is also significant
that within the past year there has been
expansion in the numbci of beds avail
able lor leaching by assigning medical
students to the surgical divisions o\ the
private patient services in the Memorial
Unit. The information I have received
indicates this effort has been accepted
easily, readily and well by patients, physi
cians and students involved.
Mr Costello:
'
..■■ /.'■ ■« pnanss tins past oaai
:r p a as dire, lor ol die hospinil
17..;. oo i on , nushler sramlieant
Mr. Womer: I guess I would describe the
most significant accomplishment as being
a subtle one — and that is the changing
point of view, or approach, on the part
ol the whole hospital staff in addressing
the health needs of the community.
During the past year we have become
really involved in a wide variety of pro
grams and we are committed to tackling
many of them somewhat differently
than we have in the past. We are listening
hard to the concerns expressed by the
community, and we're making changes.
Mr. Costello: Are von s/iaa.'oir: ol ahamns
an hin in, In "Hal Hint lion itself, or.a
•/,.■■. Ii a ate us hao-iid its walls
Mr. Womer: 1 think we are talking about
changes that affect attitudes on both
levels.
For example, we have established a for
mal program to identify promotional
opportunities for employees who are cap
able of holding better jobs, and we have
created a new position in our personnel
department for just this purpose. We hope
to reach and keep employees who see the
possibility of advancement opportunities.
We have also made improvements in wage
and employee benefits.
We are also making a real effort to im
prove communications with patients. An
example has been the addition of bilin
gual patient relations personnel in the
Emergency Service and in the clinics
to assist all patients who find commu
nications difficult in a large organiza
tion as well as those with specific lan
guage barriers. We hope to expand this
activity to the inpatient services during
the coming year. In addition, a Depart
ment of Religious Munsti ics has been
created to expand our chaplaincy pro
gram.
All in all, we are seeing an improved
and increased emphasis on providing sen
sitive as well as good technical care among




\lr Womer: As we both know, a bed
shoilage doescxisl in New Haven. I hen
aie wailing list s ul bolh hospitals loi
admission lor non-emergenev conditions
Hopefully we will be able to relieve
Ihe situation somewhat by adding two
floois lo Ihe Memorial Unit. You wall
iccall thai when the Memorial Unit was
constiucled il was designed loi ihe pos
sible expansion ol a ninth and tenth Hoc
We hope to make definite recommenda
tions to the board ot duectois in regard
lo tins in ihe vei \ neai future.
Mr C ostellc lia,
Mr. Womer: I hat's right. We have lo de
velop new andhellci patterns of provid
ing care designed to keep "patients on
then leet." instead ot hospitalizing as
many as we do toda\
Mr. Costello / //
still are unable to keep up with oui needs
lor new services and new equipment.
Mr. Costello:
:; ,■■/•■,. u .;/>/,
. -j.:.:-!, : sp.na
Mr Womer: \\ hile a considerable pro
portion of the increased accounts receiv
able is merelv a reflection of the sigm-
I icant increase in our total hillings, we
are making strenuous effort to improve
our hilling and collection procedures,
and hopefulK we'll see results during
Ihe coming \ ear.
Mr Coste
Mr. Womer You arc correct. The affili
ation with Yale is veiv beneficial to the
hospital and lo the communiU in main .
many wavs.hut there cerlainlv is no
outright giant ol funds from the Univei
-
sit\ lo support the hospital
Mr Costello: 'V
Ii , •■ ... a a, 'I, l„ at pllslm
Mr Womer: Our inability to move forward
decisively with regard to the development
ot new and modern facilities. The Med
cal (enter planning group, which as you
know is a |omt enterprise of the Yale
School of Medicine and the hospital, has
stalled developing a new master plan for
the Medical Center. But I foresee a con
siderable problem of financing to imple
ment the plan once it is developed.
Mr. Costello: /; tl. . amir . , it. nai
cost of such facilities improvements will
be vers expensive. To meet this cost
I believe the financial needs of urban
medical centers, such as ouis, and teach
ing hospitals, such as ours, must be given
serious national attention if we are evci
to come close to realizing our common
health goals.
Certainly our problems are shared by
most other private university medical
centers. The only solutions I know are
generous community support and a tre
mendous infusion of tax funds through
the government.
Mr. Costello: What ../■ - i ■ hi predn I m
„•<//.(
'• hospital . . i\ts
Mr. Womer: I know it won't make any-
hodv ver\ happy, but 1 see nothing
ahead but a continuation of the rising
trend. Salaries and benefits will proh-
abl\ keep going up until the gap be
tween hospitals and business and in
dustry generally is closed
New medical advances are extreme
ly expensive to translate into patient
care, both in terms ol the skills of per
sonnel and in the costs of equipment
and lacihties.
I really see no way ei( solving this in
creasing cost until we as a nation view
these expenses as we do the cost of provi
ding other services for the nation as a
whole
Mr Womer: There's been an improvement
.11 both oui opeiatmg icsulls and cash
position, but I don't think we could sa\
we'tc "out ol the woods
"
I am pleased
thai dining the past \eai we did not have
lo wonv on 1 uesdav about how we were
going to meet ihe pav 10II on
I nda\ . as
we have done in some instances m the
past, but we cerlainlv are not what \ou
would call i inancullv "healths
Changes in i eimbuisemeni procedures
In hothMedicarc and Blue Cross have
hi Iped ensuie : hat we '.a\e cash available
o meet pav rolls and pav bills, but we
Mr. Womer: Actuallv we have accom
plished a great deal this past year. Fitkin
II has been modernized, the Dana podium
has been completed with new space for
x-iav services and renovated clinic areas.
and a new surgical intensive care unit is
being constructed in the New Haven
Unit. But I am speaking of the desper
ate need lor new facilities to replace
[he New Haven Unit. It is outmoded
and cannot he expanded m any reason
able wav What we are doing is putting
new parls m an old car and continu-
allv repainting it
-\s we have discussed manv times, the
Mr. Costello: I nil now in ink in pn
n: iln ai ■nines d titer tleparlmenls.
I ■■ ;',<;<;■■/, til up m mr nood eraees
'' mi ' tl >i 'he n <i Hi'iials coin tarm el.
I think .« should aari with Dr. Thilip
k lioiid\ t lut I ,j I/,. Ii, in, ami Chair
man ■ tin l)i panmen I 7 deelit me
,: the Yale \, ho ■lot Melitmc
Philip K. Bondy, M.D
Chief of Medicine; C.N.H Long
Professor of Medicine and Chairman
Department of Internal Medicine
Yale University School of Me.lkme
!8*| *HJ$n$''
;
Dr. Bishop: t)in / 'in most , o 'line
programs, Phil, is 'In Hal] sis /immvi
/or treating acute kiilne v Unease ■ ail
yon tell us wlial progress is being nitiile
in this ej Ior I
Dr. Bondy: It is difficult for me to say
exactly how many patients have been
treated. The hemodialysis program
-
which uses the artificial kidney machine
outside the patient's body
- has a
capacity of four patients at a time and
can be used for two such sets, so we can
take care of eight patients at once. This
program is always functioning at full
capacity in the new dialysis unit on the
second floor of Fitkin.
In addition, there are a varying num
ber of patients who are being treated by
repeated peritoneal dialysis, the proce
dure which does not require the use of
an artificial kidney machine.
This entire program has resulted in
considerable prolongation of life. One
patient has been kept alive by peritoneal
dialysis for more than two years. It is
possible that she would not have sur
vived more than a month or six weeks
if this treatment had not been available.
We have been successful in training a
number of young doctors in the princi
pals of dialysis, and peritoneal dialysis
programs are now actively underway in
a number of area hospitals such as
Waterbury Hospital, Hospital of St.
Raphael, Danbury Hospital and so forth.
These programs are integrated with
our own. Patients who are treated in
these programs frequently start dialysis
at Yale, then are referred back to their
local hospital and finally may come
back to Yale for a transplant when this
becomes available.
We anticipate expanding the network
of dialysis programs and hope ultimately
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL 7
that most hospitals in Connecticut will
lie able to offer this service to their
patients
Mr. Womer: Ii/'/,;.' ,//, ,;■ . ■ /.,/.,.,
ui, III a /-;■.,,• I /// ' . air I >. narya:, in
Dr. Bondy: People in the Department
of Medicine are pursuing a variety ol
different questions which range m
scope from the most basic kinds ot
research to questions which arc ot
immediate practical importance.
For example, we are studying the ap
plication of transplantation techniques
to kidney disease and of a variety of dif
ferent drugs which may be used in the
treatment of hypertension of peptic
ulcer and so forth.
Work on new drugs is of particular
immediate practical importance. A
great deal of progress has been made in
developing new methods of treating
malignant tumors at Yale. New drugs
are under study which prevent the re
lease of acids of the stomach and these
may revolutionize the treatment of cer
tain kinds of ulcers. There is a great
deal of interest in the study of factors
concerned with blood clotting and
some of the research in this area may
have important practical value in treat
ing patients whose blood does not clot
properly. It is difficult to single out any
particular area because almost everyone
in the Department is doing active re
search and much of this is at least
reasonably practical in terms of appli
cation to patients.
Mr. Womer: Since die uiujiealioii oj ill,
Mediial Stall m l'»ill. and the limitation
'I I'"' \ what is your opinion oj the
proeress "I die eoortlinatioii. or integra
tion, at the Medical Slali"
Dr. Bondy: The most important single
step forward in the Department of
Medicine has been the development of
a productive teaching program in the
Memorial Unit. This has occurred
partly because we were able to provide
more house staff and students and
partly because the doctors in the
Memorial Unit were anxious to under
take such a teaching program. The re
sult has been a great improvement in
the relations between the faculty and
the house staff on the one hand and the
physicians in practice in the community
on the other.
There is no question that patient care
has been improved and the opportunity
for mobilizing the entire resources of the
Medical Center has been expanded. The
improved physical situation on Fitkin I
and II and the opening of beds on the
eighth tloor of the Memorial Unit for
medical patients have all been helpful in




n His a-e coll-
n d ,v " Hols
■
oachc We :c -eiou-
Iv Ic'ic. n: it 'hc'timhe ol 'leds avail
able lor pal cnl will meiFt
■' di .ease am
ihe .icconiniod.n ion I pist nienlioned
don t iea|i\ begin to h.mdle tl,.- ptoh-
Icin \. a i c sul I . manv doctor- in t he
.oniniututv aie upset at the dil
i icultv
hev have in admitting patients to the
hospital, hut in all launess it should he
said that the doclois on the I nil time
slali are leu ihlv pinched as well
l)r Bishop
I)r Bondy A numbei ol diseases
which used to be veiy ma|or have becoi ic
iclalivcly nunoi because ol oui impioved
ability In treat them. I 01 example mi-
proved antibiotics have made pncumon.a
and certain olhei bacterial disease-
amenable to ambulalorv treatment and
Ihe mcieased llcxihihlv piovided bv
slrongci diuretics and moie lapidly act
me digitalis piep.nations have made n
possible lo keep manv patients with con
gestive Iteail lailure in a Ian ly adequate
stale ol luticlion without admitting them
to ihe hospital, these and olhei types
ol diseases which pieviouslv icquued
hospitalization can now be handled as
ambnl.itoiv pioblems and in lad should
he so Healed.
(In the othei hand, a number ol piob
lems have ansen because we can keep
patients alive longer the entne lii'inu-
ilialv sis piogi.un, lor example, pi ovules
a in.i|oi group of new patients who arc
now alive wheieas ihev pieviouslv
would have been dead
Our incicased ability to handle piob
lems ol patients w ith heail a I lacks is
permitting these patients to live much
I in t ho i into congestive heart lailure be-
lure Ihev ullimaielv become so sick
lhal we cannot Heat them
Some ol these mav later be candidates
for heail Hansplanls in which case thev
will once again have a new lease on hie
and piesenl pioblems in piolonged
nealmenl loi the hospital and its sup-
polling services. The population in
geneial is becoming older, and our in
cicased ability lo keep patients alive
is icsultmg in a great manv more
patients with chionic disease. Asa
i 'lilt the characteristics of the patient
population are changing. We have more
old people, we have more people with
.limine disease, we have mote people
with m.i|ot complications. The lull-
time setvice in paiticular J so serves as a
elenal cenlei to dillicull pioblems
i.on all ovei the Stale, and in tact.
mm all Aei [lie world. This increases
he pic,sine
. : 111.- hospital because
these patients lequue special I v pes ot
supporting tiealmenl and diagnostic
methods \s Yale has grown m stature
the demand lot such special techniques
has mcteased
It is impossible to be sure what will
happen in the next tew veais.bul it
seems likely that ihe trends 1 have men-
Honed will continue. We will be forced
increasingly to use our ambulatory ser
vice potential to ireal patients whom
we can avoid hospitalizing
Dr Bishop
Dr. Bondy: Ihe undcigiaduate student
should come in contact with palienls
early and should he TUned an oppor
tunity lo learn bolh the technical
aspects ol medical care and ihe psv
etiological and social I actors which
entei into this We are making consid
erable progress in some ol these areas.
bill molheisil is difficult lo advance
because oui orientation in the past has
been more toward acute medicine and
less toward the tvpe of chronic disease
we are no v apl to deal with. However,
the students themselves are interested in
expanding then horizons and the oppor
tunity for this wall have to be ottered to
them.
In graduate and house staff training.
there is an increasing tendency toward
specialization which is entirely appro
priate and should he encouraged as long
as the overall responsibility for the sick
person is not lost sight of in the special
interest in medical technology. There
is an increasing cooperation between
medicine and its sister clinical disci
plines which will ultimately result in
developing multidisciphnarv teams
concerned with clinical problems rather
than the specific orientation of Medi
cine. Surgerv-. Pediatrics and so on.
Sleps in this directum have already
been made and lurthei such develop
ments will have lo be pui sued in 1 he
I ul ure
(iiaduale training is a vei\ long
business which will have lo be exanimei
very carefully to make sure that there
is a minimum ol tune wasted. One ol
ihe major pioblems is that the de
mand lor clinical training has become
so complicated that often voting
physicians are discouraged from re
turning to the basic disciplines which
could be o\ value to them in then
thinking, Ways have to be found to
encourage young men to return to
the laboratory (at least in some cases)
so lhal Ihev can participate in the
lurthei development of medical science
Edward J. Quilligan M [)
Chief Ibsteti cs <v. (. necolog
Professor and Chairman. Department ol
Obstetrics ty iyneiulogv
Yale Universitv School ol Medicine
Mr. Womer: (hie 7 the h d ae unphsli-
na nt: this past ai lia been pro-
•jrt ss made andie fetal mom'oi in::
• a.or the ability a < monitor die heart
beat ■■! tin unboin infant bv means ol
. rr 'iiii aipnpmeiil Where do ua stand
iiu tins unusual project
Dr. Quilligan: Actually, this year has been
the climax in that it has been one of visual
accomplishment. Equipment is now re
fined to the point that it is being readied
for extensive use. This has followed many
years of hard work on the part of Dr.
Edward H. Hon, Associate Professor of
Obstetrics & Gynecology and chief of the
section on perinatal biology, and his
colleagues.
Mr. Womer: I low main' vears have irom
int. . u
Dr. Quilligan: Dr. Hon has been working
on the electronic monitoring phase of this
program for about 1 3 years, but people
were trying to establish fetal heart rate
patterns as long ago as the turn of the 18th
century by using stethoscopes of various
design.
Currently, we are working toward the
possibility of monitoring several babies
simultaneously. Within a short time we
hope to have equipment installed in at
least four labor rooms and one delivery
room so that we can monitor five patients
at the same time.
Hopefully, this will make it possible
for us to monitor all our "high risk"
babies, those for whom there is some
doubt as to normal delivery.
Dr. Bishop: tit course, we're ciicouraeol
bv what ■ means to the mother ot tin
'high risk babv as well
Dr. Quilligan: Indeed we are! Obstetrici
ans have long been concerned for mothers
who were delivered by cesarean section
for what appeared to be, by stethoscopic
soundings, fetal distress. Bui when the
babies were delivered, it was quite obvi
ous there was no distress at all. We hope
to reduce this kind of needless surgery.
We have learned, by using the fetal
monitoring equipment, that certain pat
terns of the fetal heartbeat are produced
for various reasons. By recognizing which
patterns are innocuous as far as the baby
is concerned, and which may be danger
signals, we are able to manage the mother
more intelligently in terms of whether or
not surgery is needed.
As far as the infant is concerned, it also
means a great deal. We would be the first
to say that not all mentally retarded chil
dren are mentally retarded because some
thing happened in labor. But there are a
certain number of children who undoubt
edly fall into either the severe or minimal
brain damage syndrome who suffered "in
sults," during the process of labor and de
livery. By being able to recognize whether
or not they are being subjected to insults,
we can shorten labor or lessen the risk in
certain cases.
It also permits us to use means other
than cesarean section to relieve the situa
tion. Sometimes giving high concentra
tions of oxygen to the mother, or some
thing as simple as changing her position
during labor may alter the crisis pattern
for the baby.
Mr. Womer: Intant •■:. •rtalm ran in I his
■ 'mm < is a, 'iisna ruble higher than il is in
so hi oar. ■iintrn: What is .lit ligurt
ami what It ■ hi mink contributes to war, I
<l
Dr. Quilligan: The figure that's usually
given is that we're 14th in the world in
perinatal mortality; Holland and the
Scandinavian countries being the first three.
The reasons for our poor record are varied
and difficult to assess, however, there are
some apparent factors.
In the first place, perinatal mortality
among our non-white population is five
times as high as it is in the white popula
tion. The perinatal mortality among the
poverty groups, regardless of ethnic back
ground, is also significantly higher than it
is among the non-poverty groups.
Mr. Womer: Do voii dunk environment
'lalnulriiam arc iat loi •■
Dr. Quilligan: Some people believe it. is
due to poor nutrition and poor use of med
ical assistance available. Other things enter
into the picture which we readily don't
understand. Even with the huge disparity
between the private and non-private pat
ients, if we took the private patients only,
we still wouldn't be the best in the world.
I think this demands an explanation, but
here again, explanations are varied. It has
been pointed out that we are a mixed cul
ture; that we do not have the relatively
pure background that one finds in Holland
and the Scandinavian countries. This mav
have an influence on pei hiatal mortality.
Mr. Womer: da an o
Dr. Quilligan: Not significantly.
Mr. Womer:
'
Dr. Quilligan: Well, I hope so. But you
know, 1 don't think we should delude our
selves into thinking we can improve il
immediately. One of the things frequent
ly pointed out as a difference between us
and the countries with lower mortality
rates is the ability to obtain and use hos
pital care.
The Scandinavian countries have no
problem admitting a woman to the hospi
tal for six weeks or three months if she's a
high risk pregnancy. They feel she should
be m the hospital.
In this country, to admit a woman to
the hospital for six weeks or three months
would be catastrophic financially and fre
quently catastrophic for the rest of the
family because there would be no one to
take care of other children.
So - we find ourselves not being able
to provide what we know is optimal med
ical care simply because of the shortage of
beds and the high cost of hospitalization.
I think all of these factors contribute
to our higher perinatal mortality rate.
*
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Dr Bishop
Dr. Quilligan: A particularly exciting one
is in our section on neo-natal biology
which involves early reproductive biology:
Ihe phenomena that go with fertilization
and implantation.
(.v necolog> . and his staff of Dr. Robert
II Glass. Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
\ G v necology . and Dr. Mildred K Gordon
research associate, in the department, and
others who are working on various new-
methods of contraception.
At the other end o( the spectrum, work
is going forward on studies in endocrino
logy and infertility.
While we hear a great deal about the
population explosion, however, there are
some families who are desperate because
thev can't explode the population in their
own particular instance. Dr. Nathan G.
Kase. Associate Professor in the depart
ment, and his colleagues have been inves
tigating means of producing ovulation in
a patient who does not do so spontaneous
ly in an effort to understand the mechan
isms of ovulation and steroid chemistry.
Mr Womer:
Dr. Quilligan: I think we have been able
to provide an excellent service for these
young girls. We have changed the program
somewhat, in that we now have midwives
actively engaged in it. It is essential to call
upon trained personnel in the paramedical
fields to assist us if we ate to give the kind
of service we should.
We have taken other steps into the
community, as well. One is the direction
of family planning in which we have co
operated with the City Health Department
and the Family Planning Association of
New Haven to assist them in any way we
can. 1 think this has been a reasonably
successful effort.
Mr Womer:
Dr. Quilligan: I suspect that within the
next five years or so. we will see more
chemotherapeutic efforts toward correc
tion of cancer. Certainly the treating of
chono carcinoma, a highly malignant
tumor, with methotrexate, has been an
important advance. Hopefully, some of
the other feminine cancers such as ovarian
carcinoma, carcinoma of the cervix, will
be treated in a more rational way with
chemotherapy in the next period of time.
Dr. Bishop: w. . >/ die ,mi-
■<
■
-: ■'. -';//./ dilli, nil n
■ ...;■'.■'■■ ,.,iiirihuu,,n
•
t ■.,'"-.'.■''. die lata/ m, mi-
K
as a -..".■ ."./:;■ •:! .arc \i\
Dr. Quilligan: Perhaps one of the most
exciting "breakthroughs" resulting from
pure research within the last two or three
vears has been the introduction of anti D
gamma globulin, a substance which will
prevent sensitization of the mother who is
Rh negative.
It has always been a tragic obstetric
history to have a woman capable of pro
ducing one child and then, because of
being Rh negative and sensitized, unable
to have any more living children.
Now
, with the introduction of this
particular medication which can be giveii
aftet each pregnancy, Rh sensitization
eventually should become almost as rare
as poliomyelitis.
This is the fruit of basic research: find
ing out first that there was such a thing as
a Rh negative person; the discovery of
antibodies produced by that person; how
the antibodies were transferred across the
placenta, how they affected the baby
-
all these were basic, and perhaps, esoteric
problems when they were studied indivi
dually, at the outset. But as the lines of
investigation converged, eventually they
became a single effort and a life-saving
procedure came into being. This is the
ultimate reward of basic research.
Charles Cook.M
Chief if Pediatrcs; Professo and
Chairmai De lartiuent if Pediatrics.
Yale Lniversil Schoo ol Medicine
Dr. Bishop: / know our dejiai tmenl has
given a good deal of attention to develop-
ni'i a program tor the eare ot adolescents.
Dr. Cook: That's correct ; we have been
very fortunate to have a new ward design
ed primarily for them.
Dr. Bishop: In your experience what pro-
blemsarise m taking tare ol adolescents
that make a special unit and a special pro
gram desirable''
Dr. Cook: Adolescents, of course, have
many of the same physical illnesses other
patients have, but they often feel uncom
fortable when they're in the same area
with small infants or children. And also,
they frequently have emotional problems
related to their illnesses and need especi
ally trained personnel to cope with their
total care.
We have been fortunate in having Dr. J.
Roswell Gallagher, one of the country's
leaders in the care of adolescents, here to
consult about this program and for the
past six months we have had Dr. Walter
Anyan as director of it. The program has
been primarily concerned with inpatients
and includes special attention on many
levels: nursing, social service, psychiatric
and general environment. We feel it is
proving extremely worthwhile.
Dr. Bishop: Would you describe your de-
jxirtnient \ role m developing the Hill Child
Health Center here in Mew Haven''
Dr. Cook: Several years ago a number of
fulltime and part-time members of the
department felt it would be important for
pediatrics in general, and pediatrics at Yale
in particular, to be involved in more com
munity health programs than we had been
previously.
In cooperation with the Connecticut
Mental Health Center and with encourage
ment from Dr. F. C. Redlich, Dean of the
School of Medicine, we set out to try to
get support for a comprehensive program
lo take care of children in one of the needy
areas of the city.
The Hill area was chosen because it had
major unmet health needs, because it was
contiguous lo the hospital and because the
Connecticut Mental Health Center already
was involved in a program of its own in the
same area.
Mr. Womer- I am oj ten asked about the
Hill Child Health Center, and the question
seems lo be. "Why is it needed''
"
Many ask. "Isn 't it a duplication to
Itare a separate health center less than a
mile Irom the hospital'"
Dr. Cook: This certainly is a valid quest
ion, but it's our belief that many parents
in areas such as the Hill tend to seek medi
cal care at the hospital for their children
only for emergencies and "episodic" treat
ment.
We hope, by having a well-staffed and
equipped health facility in the neighbor
hood itself, parents will be more apt to use
it for continuing, comprehensive child
care. The Center incidentally is located
at 428 Columbus Avenue in a nicely reno
vated building.
Dr. Bishop: Some ol the basic aims are
l>reventive and health education, too.
area 'I they''
Dr. Cook: Certainly. We feel an impor
tant aspect of the Hill Child Health Center
is involvement by the neighborhood itself
so that, instead of imposing a health care
system on them, the people themselves
will help with a medical program, both
from the standpoint of planning as well as
actual functioning. Many persons from
the neighborhood already are actively in
volved.
This involvement, incidentally, is what
makes our Hill program unique among
other proposals made to governmental
agencies.
Mr. Womer: ) our department has alst
worked hard toward nupis •■ me. the
■ ■•'■ <
gene a- servn . ana , mating a "a. an amen.
■lime
'
during this past ] ear. Would von
liscuss these
Dr. Cook: As you know, we are trying to
decrease the number of pediatric patients
going through the Emergency Service. Il
is becoming too great a number lo be han
dled in the ordinary way. Now we are di
recting patients with less emergent prob
lems to a "convenience clinic" in the pedi
atric outpatient department.
Patients coming to the emergency suite
between 8 in the morning and 4 in the
afternoon will be seen immediately , of
course, and then if the problem is not of
an emergency nature, they will be given
an appointment to be seen in the conven
ience clinic later thai same day.
Scheduling of this kind is absolutely
necessary when you realize that between
50 and 00 children are brought to our
Hospital's Emergency Service every day
Dr. Bishop: Turning now lo another
important area, what has the kidney trans
plant program meant to your department''
Dr. Cook: Approximately half of the pat
ients who have had kidney transplants in
this hospital have been children.
We not only have to cope with the very
complicated medical problems of these
children, but with the emotional problems
attendant with them and those of the fami
lies who have had to face such acute situ
ations. The program has given us the op
portunity to work closely with members
of the Departments of Medicine and Sur
gery.
Mr. Womer: I am aware that vou have
managed, through planning and persuasion.
to establish a new internship, a combined
medical and pediatric internship. I think
we have one intern this i ear and will have
two m die program ne.x: year. What dt
vou consider is the long range significance
of this
'
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Dr. C ook I believe thai ihe piadice ol
pedialiics in the I ulure w ill. at times.be
combined with the practice ot internal
medicine 1 bus. we aie anxious lo Irani
physician- in both pediatrics and medicine
who mav then go on into the piactice ol
"lannlv medicine" I hese doctors mav
also he mieiesied in community medicine
or in ihe public health aspects ot medical
practice.
I o some extenl these "internists lor all
age groups" mav icplace the old lime gen
eral piaclilionei who was expected to
know pediatrics, internal medicine, obste-
l ncs. surgerv . orthopedics and just about
cveiv thing else.
Mr Womer: '. '/< Iron d„ •, mril :■■ •//,
,/). . ..//. u // n hai ni I In 1 1 u lit i ■ ./
:-- Ii urn : "it lor, « - Inn il ) ah \< -.
I la i, u
Dr. Cook I think there will be a shili ol
pediatric patient care from ihe inpatient to
ihe outpatient areas
I would also hope thai we will work out
more efficient means of providing pediatric
care through intelligent use of allied health
peisonnel, hcltei rccoid keeping, betlei
communication systems, better case find
ing, and so forth.
In the In lure, we should, while continu
ing lo he a communitv- hospital in part.
become an ever more important center for
relet ral ot patients who need our special
facilities.
I also look toward our having more co
operative care and teaching programs with
community hospitals throughout Connecti
cut so that thev . themselves, can undertake
some of the responsibilities that we cur
rently are carrying.
Mr Womer: This is a tn. >» <n n :n ai . m
; t'asi: an . .tilt an, u is gn tl , a ung •
•
■mr n .". // 'i ■- ul I sui ■ an:
'he an a
'
uellth . are <■ <'u '" " ma
the ir / ai up
Dr. Cook: This could be divided into
three broad areas of service thai make
this institution, in many wav s. an outstand
ing medical center 1) intensive care loi
newborn infants and lor older children
2) special treatment m almost all tv pes of
pediatric diseases: and 3) great strength
in pediatric psychiatry and child devel
opment through our close association with
the Child Study Center.
■\s a philosophic canopy above all this.
is our department's traditional concern
for the while child and his family. We
feel special responsibility for all infants
and children admitted to this Medical Cen
ter, regardless of their disease or socio
economic status. 'X/
h una P Del re. M I'
( hief ■■! l\v . hiaiiv \ssociatc
Professor ol Psychiatry.
'laic t imcrsitv School of Medicine
Dr. Bishop You assunit I tin 7H,
. ol
i hit <l I liialr
-
/- 'lit hospital lasl
lul !', tu L niltl vou lell us what you
■'«.-. whlei laki ii sun e dial lime
Dr. Detre: By and large, the problem is
really a continual ion of what had begun
before, namely, the integration of psychi-
attic services and leaching programs
throughout the Medical Center involving
the in pal ienl , mil patient, and consultation
services
Mr Womer: I know one "I the areas ol
'hir'n itlar • ■ metrii lo \ . m has been Ihe
•>s\ • hialin , iiiereein \ .errite servit,
r partem: who , ■ ane lo die hos/nlal in
mat tilth dislurb, d stale ) mi hare re-
■r ■am:, .1 I In , //. >/7\ in this regard
It', id, I : . it . splam
'
Dr. Detre: In response to the mandate
from the Chairman of our Department.
Dr. Theodore Lid/, to create comprehen
sive emergency treatment, we now have a
cooperative venture sponsored jointly by
the hospital and the Connecticut Mental
Health Center.
Daily rotation of residents and super
visors has been replaced by a permanent
stall consisting of a senior psychiatric
social worker, a chief resident . and a group
of senior psychiatric supervisors and resi
dents who spend one month fulltime on
the service. Besides offering consultation
for all unscheduled admissions, we operate
a clinic which meets urgent treatment
needs immediately.
Dr. Bishop: What Jo vnu haw m mind
tor n w programs tor the < onung year'
Dr. Detre: We are on the verge of several
new developments. By next year every
medical specialty in the hospital will have
a senior psychiatric consultant.
Because the staff in a training hospital
changes constantly, we put emphasis on
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continuity of care in terms of the patient's
relationship to the Medical Center, not
just to his respective physician. Thai is,
we provide services as long as the patient
needs it, and he has the opportunity of re-
referring himself to our facilities any time
in the future after his treatment is termin
ated, if he so wishes.
Starting in February. 1 wall he person
ally staffing a consultative service lor non-
psychiatric physicians in the community,
giving practical advice in diagnostic and
treatment problems in cases they are
carrying in their practice.
Mr. Womer: I ////. man r. <// ha: . a ) .• . ;
Dr. Detre: Indeed, I am. One of our
burning problems is shortage of space. We
are constantly "over census." Since some
of our patients spend the night on the
unit and are absent during the dav. and
others come in during the day only, we
actually average 120 percent occupancy!
Even with overcrowding we can only
accommodate one out of every five
-
or






..'/ .' lb, u.n .■/ meeting tin: ,h
i. i /. , ai I had- n is nisi plan,
palatable from everybody's point of view
to say, "I am a patient at the Yale-New
Haven Hospital." And if you look at our
division, it is not very different from any
other medical division except, perhaps,
that people are wearing their street clo
thes, they walk around a great deal more
and have far better appetites than else
where.
Dr. Bishop:
Dr. Detre: Yes. they have more of a
demand, but the demand consists pri
marily of a more rapid turnover of pati
ents. It is very difficult to compute what
is happening. Actually, more than half of
all acute admissions in the United States
are handled by the psychiatric services in
general hospitals.
That is why it is essential that the com
munities realize they must help support
these facilities and the expansion of beds
to handle the problem within their areas.
Dr. Bishop: .' '< /' .'
Dr. Detre: Indeed we do, and this is im
portant, too. There is much more atten
tion paid to earlier diagnosis. We are see
ing patients todav who twenty vears ago
the psychiatrist probably would have
laughed off, saving, "1 doubt that there is
anything wrong with you." But early- pre
vention and treatment also give rise to a
number of new kinds of patients and new
kinds of problems.
And frankly, the treatment problem al
so becomes somewhat more difficult be
cause many patients now continue in out
patient care and don't require hospitaliza
tion, thus specialty Medical Center psychi
atric services are likely to get about 20 to
30 percent of patients whom either the
outpatient psychiatrist or another institu
tion could not help.
Dr. Bishop: I he a t reus, in demand vou
icral hospilal dial
. ■ ■. i /",i - ha. lira umi d, as this ill-
■ maud ai inrait wiiluu die pro-
iw///;// pain in groups'
Dr. Detre: Both. I think that the public
demands it and the professionals have
done a great deal to educate the public.
And too, everyone is becoming aware of
health facilities and health care. Psychi
atric care is part of this whole picture.
Dr. Detre: I don't think the demand is
increasing as much as the nature of the
demand is changing. The mandate in the
past called for hospitalization, and dis
turbed people were "sent away." The em
phasis was on good nursing and custodial
care and on "safety," Today both the
medical profession and the laymen are far
more informed and sophisticated and
quite rightly insist that the patient remain
in his own community.
The public is aware that many medical
illnesses have psychiatric complications,
and physicians, for obvious reasons, are
more comfortable when their patients are
in a psychiatric unit which operates in
close relationship to a medical center be
cause it gives them an opportunity to
keep in touch.
There is also a somewhat snobbish
point to all of this.
It is one thing for a patient to say that
he is hospitalized at the Yale-New Haven
Medical Center on the psychiatric division
and quite another for him to say he is
hospitalized in a psychiatric hospital.
What I am saying is. that despite all ef
forts to reduce the stigma, il is far more
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Miss Ryle: Oui musing services, ol course.
select muses who have a good basic edu
cation in nursing. Ihev may be recent
gtadualcsol schools ol musing who have
completed a baccalaureate piogiain. an
associate degree program, 01 a diploma
progiam.
Others may have a varying amount ol
experience in a clinical area in addition to
Iheii basic education. And still others, and
these aie in relatively small numbers.
might bung a combma lion of giaduate
education and expeiience. I Ins kind ol
person may be called a "nurse clinician."
All kinds of musing preparation are
needed, and welcomed at Yale-New
Haven
Dr. Bishop
MissRvIe: "loan increasing extent . ves.
We ate seeking experienced nuises who
can serve as leaders and planners for a
health team: who can serve as the chief
nurse involved in the management ol pati
ent care These nurses must be capable of
planning programs with the physician, the
dietitian, the social worker, and so on
Ihev must have knowledge and skill to
leach and assist both nuises and othei
nursing personnel.
Mr. Womer
Miss Ryle: We need nuises who aie well
allot med professionally who understand
people, aie friendly . instill ci ntidence aid
.neol unquestionable integrity We need
ihoughtlul persons individuals vv itl a
sense ol humor, who can cope with in
stant change and responsibility
Mr Womer
Miss Ryle: It is. but we find voting people
who have chosen the nursing piofession
usually aie interested in being ol service to
others and have a real sense ot commit
ment
Dr Bishop
Miss Ryle 1 here are two main lines
Nursing Services and Nuising Education.
In Nuising Services. Mrs. I uba Dovvhng
is t he department head lor the operating
and lecoverv suites in both the Memorial
and New Haven Units. The supervisors in
each suite report directly to her
last Apnl. we appointed Miss Claire
O'Ncil as Director of Inpatient Nursing
Service loi all patient care divisions within
both the New Haven and Memorial Units
Mis. 1 isa Irayser. the Associate Direc
tor lor Nursing Scivaces, is responsible loi
ihe clinics; and Miss Evelyn Sturmei is in
charge of the Inscrvace Educational Pio
giani. All of these individuals report
duectly to the Duector, Division of Nurs
ing.
This allows nurses responsible lor speci
fic areas to concentrate on the improve
ment of nursing piactice and care and to
develop relationships and continuity of
purpose Irom inpatient service to special
services to ambulatory service,
Mr Womer
Miss Ryle: We have a I 24-week diploma
program, the Grace -New Haven School of
Nursing program winch is ottered to quali
fied high school graduates.
>J t
We also lake pari in the Practical
Nurse
Education Program at the I h Whitney
Technical School in Hamden which is
under the supervision ei\ the Vocational
Services of the Connecticut State Depart
ment of Education. Students spend four
months at Eh Whitney and eight months
at Yale-New Haven.
For many years we have also had an
association with the University of Connec
ticut School o( Nursing. Then students
mav spend a summer session and three
semesters of then |unior and senior years
at this Medical Center in earning a com
bined baccalaureate and nursing degree.
In addition. Yale University offers a
giaduate program in nursing and uses many
clinical facilities of the Yale-New Haven
Hospital as pari ol their educational pro
gram
Dr. Bishop:
Miss Ryle The field of nursing is interest
ed in attracting men as well as women.
Men in nursing can play a vital role in the
care ot patients in the operating room,
m the emergency service, and in all clini
cal services'
Dr Bishop:
Miss Ryle: This is a very real problem
and we are Irving various ways of help
ing nurses relurn lo active hospital
duty.
for a long tune we have offered re-
Ire slier courses, and while these are
successful, many nurses are interested
in taking part in an orientation pro
gram without having to wait for a course
to begin. These orientation programs
are designed to fit their particular needs
and nurses fit into selected areas ex
tremely well.
Dr. Bishop:
Dr. Kligerman: I think our progress
should be seen as the result of ten years'
effort, because it was just ten years ago
that the Department of Radiology was
established as a tulltime department at
the Yale School ofMedicine and made
responsible for greater clinical duties here
at this hospital.
The value of an x-ray department ori
ented as we are - primarily for service and
teaching
— is the impact it makes upon
research because it is an academic depart
ment as well.
When our program was started, I be
lieve there was only one other in the coun
try which could be called an academic de
partment. That was at Stanford Univer
sity. Since then, we have developed a
training program, first in therapy and
then in diagnosis. We have gone from a
house staff of nine men, originally, to 27
today, and we have seen recognition made
of the very distinct difference between
therapeutic radiologists and diagnostic
radiologists.
We have also established a firm teaching
role. It's a rare medical student at Yale
who does not take an elective in radiology.
Mr. Womer: Wa wara /kirn, ulurlv /
areas a. ha, •■■'.'/ ■' ihe I margeiiev Service
the neurological x-ray suite and the ortho
pedic suite next to the Emergency Service.
This makes it possible to x-ray trauma
cases
- which should not be moved -
better than any other place I know. The
entire facility has been built next to the
Emergency Service so that x-ray examin
ations can be made practically on the spot.
In this connection, we have another
unusual innovation. This is the "dispersed
darkroom." Instead of having one central
darkroom for processing x-ray film, we
have a number of small units equipped
with the most advanced processing equip
ment available. We can get a dry x-ray
film within 90 seconds, practically in the
same room in which it was taken.
This dispersed darkroom idea is now
being copied all over the country, but it
was started here at Yale-New Haven.
Dr. Bishop:
Dr. Kligerman: The real departure in the
concept of this unit is that we have put
Dr. Kligerman: That's quite right. I
would like to emphasize that students can
acquire particular skills
- to become
pediatric x-ray technologists, for example.
or cardiovascular x-ray technologists, or
neurological x-ray technologists.
1 think this will help train the kind of
paramedical personnel we need to meet
the growing demands of our diagnostic
x-ray section.
Mr. Womer:
Dr. Kligerman: It is the use of radioactive
isotopes to diagnose or treat specific di
seases, of the thyroid or liver, for example.
Patients may be given a clear, tasteless
liquid to swallow, or they may be injected
with a solution containing minute quanti
ties of radioactive materials. This material
may concentrate in specific organs. Its
presence is monitored by "scanning"
equipment and by recording the amount
ancllocation of radioactivity in a certain
gland, we can trace its function or detect
changes in its size or shape.
Mr. Womer:
Dr. Kligerman: Well, "settle" isn't quite
as good a word as selectively "retained."
It's the physiological retention of certain
isotopes in various organs that makes it
possible for us to "see" them.
Incidentally, Dr. Richard P. Spencer.
chief of the nuclear medicine section, has
developed a method of scanning the pan
creas bv combining two isotopes with a
detector device coupled to a computer.
We can now begin to see this organ which
has never been adequately traced belore.
I hasten to add thai this needs further
development to make it as good a proced
ure as some of the existing studies, for
the thyroid for example. Bui we have
come quite a way toward perfecting it.
As far as treating disease is concerned.
radioisotopes are used in such instances
as depressing hyperactivity in hyperthy
roidism.
Dr. Kligerman: It is going to get worse.
I will give you some actual figures.
Last year, there was a CU7 per cent
increase in utilization of our equipment
in the New Haven Unit over the year be
fore. Our facilities are in operation far
into the night and on weekends.
This figure is still not a true picture be
cause a good number of the examinations
making up the increase are o\ a greater
complexity
- and these in turn require
longer use of larger equipment, more
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space, more personnel
I Inc ol . .ui suites was installed live ir
six veais ago at a cost o| s2()5.tll)( Now
we are trying lo create a second ne o
handle some o| ihe increased load and we
estimate u will cost S.^ll.llllO today
Mr Womer
Dr. Kligerman I hat's exactly light
Dr Bishop
Dr. Kligerman I he annual rate of increase
n radioisotopes alone is 15 pel cent.
I'd like lo give vou an interesting exam
ple in x-rav iherapv Sometime ago I pre
dicted that radiation therapy would level
oil. ;unplv because of a finite incidence ol
cancer in the general population. Bui ihe
iiumbei ol new patients has not levelled
oil. Il is still going up about 10 pei cenl
a year.
Moreover, as il has been pointed oui
beloie.oui hospital has taken a lead in
community alfairs. Oui community . al
though it is pinnarilv gieater New Haven.
stretches across the Slate and we even
have patients Irom New York and Boston
\s pai I of l Ius. we undertook the staffing
ol the Radiotheiapy Unit at Uncas-on-
1 hames. Manv of the patients receiving
radiotheiapy from that eastern part of
the Stale came to us originally hut now.
after five months of ope i at ion. Uncas
is seeing patients at an annual rate of 35(1
new cancer patients a year witho it a
significant drop m the caseload at Yale-
New Haven.
This means ihat our Hospital is making
greater iheiapeutic care possible for. let
us sav conservatively . 550 patients a year
who would not otherwise have received it
This increase in the number e^i patients
receiving care, it seems to me. is the real
and continuing achievement of our depart
ment as part ot this Medical Center.
HIGHLIGHTSOF THE YEAR
October 1967
Improved Blue Cross and Major Medical Insur
ance provided for all employees working more
than 2II hours per week.
Medical Center Housing and Community Devel
opment Corporation announced to handle co
ordination of physical development of Yale-New
Haven Medical Center and relationship with
neighborhood.
Winchester I, a 21-bed medical/surgical patient
unit, was renovated.
500 high school teachers, students, guidance
counselors toured Medical Center on "Medical
Careers Day."
November 1967
1 2-week ambukince driver course sponsored
jointly with Connecticut Ambulance Associ
ation and Yale-New Haven Hospital. More than
250 ambulance personnel were trained under
previous institutes.
1967 junior volunteer awards were presented to
43 girls and four boys for volunteer service from
100 to 400 hours.
Women's Auxiliary gives $80,000 tor renova
tion and modernization of 29-bed division for
medical patients on Eitkin I to include Coro
nary Care Unit in the New Haven Unit.
December 1967
Workshop on infant mortality sponsored by
National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development brought physicians, nurses, admin
istrators, architects and government representa
tives from many parts of the country to Yale-
New Haven for 3-day symposium. Focal point
was the Newborn Special Care Unit of the
Eleanor Naylor Dana Perinatal Center opened
eight months earlier.
900 employees enrolled in improved pension
plan program which increased monthly retire
ment benefits with decreased cost to employees.
176 pints of blood were contributed by Hospital
"family" during Red Cross Bloodmobile Drive.
The first kidney transplant at Yale-New Haven
Hospital, and the first in Connecticut, was per
formed by Dr. Bernard Lytton, Associate Pro
fessor of Urology and Chief of the Section, on
December 21.
January 1968
New wage scale for Hospital employees went in
to effect increasing minimum wage from $1.55
per hour to SI .70 per hour, and salaries from
$6 to $1 3 a week. Sick leave accumulation ex
tended from 36 to 50 days.
February 1968
Three new members were elected to the Board
of Directors of the Hospital. They included
Philip Paolella, President, Plastierete Corporation
William B. Ramsey, New Haven attorney: and
G. Harold Welch, Jr.. broker with White. Weld is
Co. They replaced the following members whose
terms had expired: I rank O. II. Williams and
Ci. Hauld Welch.
"Critical Occupations Program at Yale-New-
Haven Hospital" evaluated after one year of op
eration. Campaign to "Bring In A Friend" bene
fited 44 employees.
Office of Information and Development created
to combine public relations and fund raising
activities with Donald R. Kleinberg named Di
rector. Albert P. Ireije named Director. Hos
pital Special Services.
Employee education program expanded to in
clude 22 training groups composed of 290 super
visors and department heads as ongoing effort
to improve the hospital's communications, work
operations and interdepartmental coordination.
Lawrence Loomis, Director.
16 of 21 graduates of Yale-New Haven's Licensed
Practical Nurse Program accepted positions in
hospital after completing 12-month course.
168 hospital employees were honored at service
award ceremony recognizing employees with
service records ranging from five to 4(1 years.
Special recognition went to Walter Dombroski
for 40 years' service; Miss Mary DeCrosta, Miss
Martha Hoffman and Edward McKeon for 35
years'; Conrad Faded, Miss Sophie Pluhowska,
and Arthur Tacinelli for 30 years'; and Miss
Cora Baglev , Mrs. Coring Cody, Mrs. Josephine
Gardner, Miss Virginia MacFarlane, Miss Emily
Ruby, Michael Villano, Miss Elizabeth Weber,'
and Mrs. Thelma Webster for 25 years' service.
March 1968
Women's Auxiliary voted $2,500 as partial fund
ing for salary of Spanish-speaking "Ombudsman"
for ambulatory patients.
April 1968
William B. McAllister, M.D., appointed Acting
Chief of Pathology to succeed Averill A. Liebovv,
M.D., who accepted position as Chairman of the
Department of Pathology, University of
California School of Medicine, San Diego.
80 registered and student nurses from through
out the United States attended "Open House"
weekend sponsored by Yale-New Haven Hospital.
Miss Claire O'Neil, R.N., appointed Director of
Inpatient Nursing Services. Miss O'Neil came to
Yale-New Haven from Strong Memorial Hospital
in Rochester, New York.
13 women volunteers were honored for 15 years
of continuous in-service work at the hospital.
May 1968
C. Robert Bruekmann appointed Assistant Di
rector with responsibilities for departments of
accounting, business services, data processing
and systems engineering. Mr. Bruekmann was
formerly in charge of Management Services De
partment in the New Haven office of Ernest &
Ernst, international public accounting and con
sulting firm.
Theodore R. Coleman named to new position as
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\ssislant Director ol Per sonnel for Career Ad
vancement. Mr. ( oleinan formerly was vocation
al counselor lor Diwvcll I mplov incut Office of
I omniunitv Progress. I ik .
14 supervisors completed |ob instruction program
-.on, In ted H\ State Department ot I diication
under employ ment education program.
Vile-New Haven Hospital sponsored press con-
lercnce tor radio. I V. newspaper and national
publications representatives on '"New Directions
in Approach of Modern Health (arc."
55 students were graduated from Grace-New
Haven School of Nursing.
June 1968
Second "Open House" ol the year lor approx
imately 40 students and K.N.'s. Contract
awarded for construction of Intensive (arc t nit
in New Haven Unit.
Nurse recruitment program evaluation revealed
that 4II more lulllimc stall nurses were employ
ed at Yale-New Haven than had been employed
the year before, and 90 more than two years
previously.
Proposal to construct parking, housing and
other facilities over the Oak Street Connector
prepared lor presentation to neighborhood as
joint effort of the City of New Haven and the
Medical Center with arrangements made through
New Haven Redevelopment Agency.
I Richard Weinerman. M.D., resigned as Direc
tor ol" Ambulatory Services to succeed Isidore
talk. Ph.D.. as Head of Section on Medical
Care of Department of I pidcnnologv and Public
Health of Yale University. I Icrbcri Paris
appointed Administrative Director of Ambula
tory Services and Daniel S. Rowe, M.D.,
appointed Chairman of Ambulatory Services
Council.
July 1968
Job posting program begun to acquaint
employees with job opportunities by displaying
lists ot positions open throughout the hospital.
I he job posting forms were prepared for display
on seven hospital bulletin boards and are kept
up-to-date as new openings occur.
Community Relations Program expanded to in
clude four bi-lingual persons to give assistance
to patients in the outpatient clinics and Emer
gency Services.
Largest house-staff in Yale-New Haven's history
took on duties July 1. including 5S interns.
202 residents. Ihev represented 2S medical
schools.
Ill seminarians and one ordained priest enrolled
in Summer Clinical Pastoral Educational Program
conducted by Rev. Edward I •'. Dobihai. Jr.,
'
hospital Chaplain.
City -wide disaster drill. "Operation Woodward."
tested coordinated efforts of police, fire. Civil
ian Defense and emergency facilities ol Yale-New
Haven Hospital, the Hospital of St. Raphael, and
the Veterans Administration Hospital in West
Haven.
14 dietitians completed 1-year internship at
Yale-New Haven.
Howard V Pearson. Ml)., formerly Professor of
Pediatrics .it t mvctsitv of I lorida College of
Medicine, appointed Professor of Pediatrics.
Jules Stollak. formerly Corporate Director of
Security lor United Nuclear Corp.. appointed
Director of Security at Yale-New Haven.
August 1968
Certificates of Merit from State Department of
I dueation given to 15 supervisory personnel
who completed an S-vveek course to improve
leadership roles.
Emergency Blood Drive successful. 136 pints
of blood collected.
New area in Dana podium completed to include
four new x-ray examining rooms, rapid-proces
sing equipment capable of producing dry x-rav
films within 9(1 seconds, and a triage room for
evaluating emergency patients. The x-rav suites,
an x-ray clinic, and the modernization of a por
tion of the Emergency Service concentrate all
these facilities in one service area.
1 wo Unit Managers assigned to nursing divisions,
one on I ompkins 5 and the other on 7 West,
in move to help relieve nurses of administrative
duties and free them for more bedside nursing
eare.
Robert Victor Paul Hutter, M.D., distinguished
morphologist and diagnostician formerly of
Memorial (enter for Cancer and Allied Diseases
in New York City, named Chief of Pathology at
Yale-New Haven Hospital and Professor of
Pathology at the Yale University School of
Medicine.
2S students in Yale-New Haven's affiliated pro
gram for licensed Practical Nurses were gradua
ted in joint ceremonies with class from Hospital
of St. Raphael.
September 1968
Yale-New Haven Hospital and Ouinnipiac College
joined forces to conduct expanded programs in
Radiologic and Cardiopulmonary I echnology.
New wage increase at Yale-New Haven effective
September 30. I4I-.N, set minimum wage al
S 1 .95 per hour, up from $1.7(1 adopted in
January . and up 4(1 cents an hour from the
$1.55 per hour adopted prior to that.
Data processing department acquired larger
capacity computer to develop improved billing
systems and faster processing of paperwork.
Yale-New Haven Hospital joined 20 other
Connecticut Hospitals in direct line radio net
work for communicating disaster and/or admin
istrative information.
135 junior volunteers honored for giving time to
the Hospital during summer vacation.
Scholarship fund created at Grace-New Haven
School of Nursing as memorial to Miss Helen
Rosenthal. Chief Admitting Officer, who died
September 5.
Graduation ceremonies held for 15 students who
completed one year of clinical laboratory train
ing at Yale-New Haven Hospital and three pre
vious years of college. I hey received Bachelor
of Science degrees from their respective colleges.
bust male student to enter Grace-New Haven
School of Nursing was among 33 freshmen en
rolled for class of 1971.
Renovation of I itkin II completed. Included
4-bed dialysis unit.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YE4R
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Dr. Cole: We do hope to expand trans-
plantat.oiis to include heart transplants
and "i 'he nit are. !ve- transplants and per
haps ot her organs "hat will lend i hem selves
to ;h s k nd ot screical
■
..-placement
I think it is important to emphasize.
part tcuEirly :n view of the tremendous pub-
acitv sin :- 'imding a. that transplantation
■ •( tissues is not necessarily all that new.
As you well know . they have been doing
corneal transplants in ophthalmology for
man_v vears. actually . blood transfusions
n themselves, in a manner o( speaking, are
transplantation*. I introduce this note
merely to keep the effort m proper per
spective But 1 think Yale-New Haven has
every reason to be justly proud of its
accomplishments to date and can look for
ward to a brighter luture.
Mr Womer '<
Dr. Cole: Well, it can't come too soon, in
mv mind As you know, we raised this
question with the architects working on the
long range plans for this institution.
Undoubtedly . as I see it. this Stale will.
through the offices of the Connecticut
Regional Medical Program and other such
undertakings, link all ol" the medical facili
ties into one broad state health care net
work. When this day conies, it's going to
be very important to be able to transport
a seriously injured individual from some
remote highway to an appropriate medical
installation within a matter of minutes.
Yale-New Haven Hospital, as one ot the
teaching centers and one ot the ma|oi
medical centers in the State of Connecti
cut, will in all likelihood serve as one ot
the hubs in such a stale-wade network.
The prospects o( having a helicopter
carrying mured patients to tins Hospital is
in t at al' out of the question. Indeed, in
some areas of the world, and in some
areas here in the tinted States, hospitals
nave already embarked upon such a pro
gram.
Dr. Cole: That transplant program is one
ot several mapir "thrusts" that suigeiv has
embaiked upon dining the past couple of
years, as you well ktiovv.and I think il has
enjoyed considerable success
Under l)t . Bernard L> Hon, our Associ
ate Ptofessor of Urology and duel ol lhal
section, we were able to implement our
goals by performing a kidney transplant in
December. 1 °oV That was the first kid
ney tiansplant in the State of Connecticut.
I thmk it should be pointed out. how
ever, that the mechanical transplantation
of an organ is but a small part of an under
taking such as this. It's only through the
cooperation and help of a great many dis
ciplines that such an effort, in my opinion.
is justified. Were it not for the fust-rate
dialysis unit headed by Dr Howard Levitin,
the enthusiasm ot people in the chemo-
therapeutic field, in x-ray . and infectious
Jiseases. this would not have been possi
ble. We are pleased and proud of the pro
gress these men have made and I am sure
it will continue to expand.
To date there have been ten transplants
pei formed. My most recent information
suggests that about 00 per cent of these
patients are doing extremely well.
Dr. Bishop: I
Dr. Cole: For the most part, this is true.
Dr. Cole: Another area in which we are
extremely interested is in the who!e eld
of trauma the physical, psychological.
and sociological aspects of m|irv I rauma
in terms of automobile accidents and in
juries has reached epidemic proportions in
I his country . It's an extremely complex
problem. It has to do with highway salety
and all ot the circumstances surrounding
the accident itself, the legal implications.
and so on
We led that as surgeons we have an
opportunity lo assume some leadership
along with local, state, and federal agencies
in living to make our highways in facl
our enviionment better suited to heallh-
lul living and to munmi/e the tremendous
toll in lives and morbidity associated with
accidents
We are deeply involved in a program in
trauma headed by Dr. Wayne 0. Southwick.
Professor of Orthopedic Surgery . and Dr.
Knstaps Keggi. Assistant Professor of
Orthopedic Surgery . Both men are experi
enced in the problem.
They are working closely with represen
tatives ol state and local governments in an
ettort to improve safety programs and to
help develop better means ot transporting
accident victims from the scene of an acci
dent to an appropriate place for medical
treatment.
The work is exciting. It has had an ad
ditional benefit. 1 think, of making medi
cal students as well as our house officers
more aware ot this enormous problem con
fronting our society.
Dr Bishop:
Mr. Womer: What jh ut tlnr 'thrusts'
) i u hui • < < nvgii I 'he transplant rn gram
jih. die 'rauma program, what else
Dr. Cole: Another area certainly deserves
emphasis. This is our program in the
neuro-sciences. And here again. I am very-
gratified walh the progress we have made
during the past year, or year and a half.
Dr. William F. Collins as head of the sec-
lion, has brought some very able young
neurosurgeons into the program.
It is also fortunate that we are gaining
considerable strength in the basic sciences
here at Yale-New Haven Hospital with the
acquisition of talented neuropharmacolo-
gistsand neurophysiologists and the pro
spects of collaborative efforts in the neuro-
science are excellent and portend a bright
luture. During the past year we have in
troduced several new diagnostic and ther
apeutic techniques that are now opera
tional at this hospital. The consortium of
people interested in the neuro-sciences,
and chemical unification we have seen take
place between Dt . Gilbert H. Glaser, Pro
fessor of Medicine and Chief of the Section
of Neurology, and Dr. Collins and his sur
gical group, is an important development
in maintaining high quality patient care.
I believe this is what you had in mind
earlier, Dr. Bishop, when you spoke of
the lines between disciplines breaking
down and men of different specialties
working together on the management of
a single patient or a single problem.
Mr. Womer: Is Clael of Surgery, .lack.
u hat tit • \; hi se e as the jirimary eluil/enges
that vou ami v air stall will fate during
tin in st tivt n ten years' How do you
dunk ihe\ uill affect the hospital''
Dr. Cole: Well, 1 would say one of the
major problems will be to work out a satis
factory coordination of effort with sur
geons around the state. This is going to be
one of our biggest challenges. I will try to
explain what I mean.
Surgery is a fairly "definitive" disci
pline. We are called in for specific pur
poses at specific times. We do not prac
tice preventive medicine to the same ex
tent that they do in medicine or pedia
trics, or indeed, even in obstetrics. As a
consequence, surgery has, and will remain,
an inpatient effort.
Since costs are high and beds are scarce,
we must make certain there is a distribu
tion of surgical expertise throughout the
State through which we can implement
cooperative effort in education and the
exchange of ideas without undue duplica
tions.
As far as our own hospital is concerned,
I think we must continue to fulfill our ob
ligation as a teaching hospital to help
other institutions take over the more com
plex surgery for patients too numerous
for us to handle. The kidney transplant
program is an example. We could not
hope to take care of all the patients in
Connecticut who might benefit from this
new procedure. Ultimately, other hospi
tals will have to assume part of the respon
sibility.
Dr. Bishop: There is one /mint I would
like to bring up. lack, and that is to ask
vou to comment on the changing approach
to surgical education, since this is an im
portant part oj' this Hospital's responsi
bility. We certainly arc living in a restless
age. and this applies to students in medi
cine as well as those in other disciplines.
What is the impact of this on the Depart
ment of Surgery''
Dr. Cole: Medical schools and departments
are reacting and responding to the demands
and unrest we see in our medical students
today. Perhaps this unrest can be summed
up in part by the students' demand for
some relevance to what they are studying.
Often they are impatient with the time
spent on hard-core scientific courses that
do not, in their opinion, have an immedi
acy about them.
We're getting a very serious minded
bunch of young people m our medical
schools today who are fairly sophisticated
and knowledgeable in terms of what the
public wants. 1 think this is a healthy-
movement.
Part of our response has been to involve
the student in patient contact much earlier
in the course of his medical education.
He sees a certain purpose, a certain sense
of direction in his day-to-day studies if he
sees that it applies directly to people. I
think he will be a better physician because
of this.
We must recognize that these students
come lo us with better backgrounds in bio
logical sciences than you or 1 had in our
day. As a consequence, they are much
better equipped to assume a sort ot re
sponsibility in their work than we have
noted before
I have been impressed, generally, with
how mature and how responsible these
students can be. given the opportunity. I
think the thing that is really going to af
fect Ihe picture is whether or not these
young men can develop the ability to work
with emerging groups of health professions.
It seems to me that this is one of their ma
jor challenges-the development of a co
operative philosophy which is quite dif
ferent from that of the solo practitioner
of a few years past.
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relieve pain during labor as well.
In the past, the pain oi labor was re
lieved, or partially relieved, by the use' ol
narcotics and other drugs that depressed
the infant as well as the mother, and pain
relief at the time of delivery itself being
achieved by using a deep general anesthesia.
These techniques were unsatisfactory Irom
the point ot view ol both mother and
child. We have techniques now that pro
vide continuous icliel of pain by what we
call "conduction anesthesia.' The mother
stays awake, the course of the labor is un
affected, but she does not have pain either
during labor or during delivery . The result
is decreased maternal and neonatal mortal
ity and morbidity . I might add that the
quality of obstetrical anesthesia offered
patients at this institution (walh a semoi
anesthesiologist as well as a resident and
nurse at i est bet i si on hand. 24 hours a day .
3o5 days a year) is probably unique in this
country
Dr Bishop
our patients is higher. The majority ol an
esthetics administered in this institution
is by attending anesthesiologists.
Mr Womer
Dr. Greene: Not necessarily. We do not
depend upon residents to provide clinical
coverage. To phrase that another way , and
perhaps a more abrupt way. we do not icly
upon residents as a form of slave labor
lo
provide clinical services, which is not always
true m other institutions. We are rathei
unusual m this regard because we have a
ratio of 22 attending anesthesiologists to
ten clinical residents
Dr. Bishop:
Dr. Greene: There are three major areas ol
research effort. One and this is my own
particular area of interest is the effect
aiiesthefics and other drugs have upon mem
brane transport mechanisms, mechanisms by
which substances are moved across cell
Dr. Greene: I here are several reasons loi
it. One is an increasing awareness that
even the most "routine" anesthetic for the
most "routine" type of surgery is associ
ated walh a real and significant anesthetic
risk, and that the task can be reduced by
increasing the quality of the medical care
with which the anesthetic is administered.
Another factor is the greater num
ber ol "high risk" patients being oper
ated upon at the present time. This is
most notable among patients in the geri
atric age group. Patients are being oper
ated upon today who would not have
been brought to an operating room five
or ten y eats ago.
The third reason is the fact that the
field ol surgery is expanding and is get
ting into areas m which phy sician an
esthesiologists are necessary This is
particularly true in the field ot cardio-
vasculat surgery
A fourth factor is that the field ol an
esthesiology . itsell . is expanding in scope
and purpose. Anesthesiologists are now
engaged in many activities other than op
erative anesthesia, such as inhalation ther
apy and intensive care. This means an
increasing number of anesthesiologists
take care eA non-surgical problems
Dr Bishop:
Dr. Greene: The biggest changes in this
regard have been the introduction ot
techniques and methods which not only
relieve pain during delivery . but which
Dr. Greene: Oui training program con
sists of two parts. One of these is related
primarily to cluneal training, the other to
advanced research training. We have live
first-year residents and live second-year resi
dents in training in clinical anesthesia; i.e.,
ten residents who are fulltime m cluneal
training. In addition to this, we have eight
physicians who have finished then clinical
training and who are m various stages ot
advanced training, some entirely in research
I might add. incidentally, lhal the program
at Yale-New Haven again differs from pro
grams throughout the rest of the country
in that the number ol residents in training
in relation to the total number of senior
attending anesthesiologists is low. As a re
sult, we are much more selective in the
people we take into our program, and the
quality of the people we train is higher
In addition, the quality of care we provide
n
membranes. We have done quite a bit of
work on how drugs and other factors af
fect the transfer of substances into cells.
Another major area of research is the
effect of drugs, including anesthetics, and
other factors on the fetus. In other words,
how what we do to provide pain relief to
the mother affects the infant. Members
of our department have done some out
standing and unique work in this area.
The third major area of research in our
department is in neurophysiology, how
and where an anesthetic acts within the
brain itself. This is still an area in which
our ignorance is overwhelming. We do
not really know how an anesthetic works
nor are we even fully sure as to where it
works within the brain. We have a ma
jor research project in this particulat
field. We have a number of other research
projects underway, but these are the ma
jor ones.
Dr. Bishop: h
Dr. Greene: Looking at anesthesiology as
a whole and not as changes within this
department alone, I would anticipate that
one of the major new challenges in anes
thesiology will be related to organ trans
plants and the surgery required for organ
transplants. There is an area in this con
nection that may prove to be quite
fruitful in terms of anesthesia; and that
is the effect anesthetics and other drugs
may have on the rejection phenomenon
or the effects anesthetics may have on
immunologic response. This is an area
that has only recently been considered,
much less fully investigated.
Mr. Womer:
Dr. Greene: There seems to be this pos
sibility; and there are certain indirect
suggestions that make this a possibility
that we should explore.
Purely aside from this, however, anes
thesiology is going to be confronted with
major problems in clinical anesthesia for
organ transplants, particularly of the heart.
The major problem in anesthesiology as a
specialty as a whole will continue to be re
lated to the discrepancy between the sup
ply of competently trained anesthesiologists
and the demand for these competently
trained anesthesiologists. And our major
interest and our major responsibility in
the next five or ten years should be m the
area of increased recruiting into the field
and increased quality of training within
tlits specialty.
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Dr. Seligson: ll has a profound effect
upon all ihe clinical lahoiatones you
know we have ten laboratories in all: the
central one on the sixth floor of the New
Haven Unit, and nine others spread
throughout both the New Haven Unit and
the Memorial I mt.
Patients who are followed prior to
transplantation are critically ill with kid
ney failure. Then management is deter
mined by how well the physician can keep
them free of acidosis and free from tlie
chemical complications ol uremia. Ibis
requires a great many tests from the chem
istry laboratory, ihe hematology labora
tory, the bacteriology laboratory and
blood from the blood bank for transfu
sions. All these activities go on during
periods of dialy sis when these patients are
on the artificial kidney and aie being sus
tained for the transplant.
When a transplant takes place, it usually
reflects an abrupt decision involving emer
gency service from all these laboratories.
We must go into high gear immediately.
calling forth the highest skill and the high
est priority of work we can manage This
has an enormous effect on oui entire
staff and it usually happens at night
when we are . a smal stafl




aie in -rder to determine how thev are
doing Irom moment U moment
I can't give you an exact figure, but my
guess is that such patient require about
ten times as much service per bed as [he
usual sick person does
Dr. Bishop:
Dr. Seligson: We are exploring the possi
bility of developing a nssue typing labora
tory At the moment, tissue typing is far
Irom an exact science, but we hope, some
day . to provide it as a service function
Mr. Womer: :c.
Dr. Seligson: Somewhat. In principle il
involves the immune process and the tech
nique of immunology. However, there is
a great deal of uncertainty as to the anti
gens of patient and donor which do not
match Our problem at this stage of re
search is that we do not know which ma
jor antigens are the ones we should be
looking for routinely
We don't have the materials for detect
ing, accurately, the ma|or antigens and
antibodies that we wish to detect. But I
am sute continued research will soon clar
ify this.
However, it's a long, long way from the
















Dr. Seligson: 1 wish Dr. Joseph Bove.
the director o( our blood bank, could an
swer that question. There is a large num
ber of potential blood donors in this coun
try . The amount ot blood obtained from
this group depends upon their generosity
and their social consciousness.
In ( onneclicut. there are a good num-
her ot people who give blood generously:
give to patients they do not know ; and
give in emergencies. Even so. we could
use many more.
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Dr. Seligson: Packed cells have been used
lor a long lime, but not widely. Dr. Bove
is on a one-man campaign in Connecticut
to teach physicians that blood consists
ot many fractions and thai when a patient
has a deficit of one fraction, the physician
should give that fraction only rather than
all of them, which of course, is whole
blood.
He is achieving some degree of success
in this. Ultimately we will use fractions
of blood for specific purposes throughout
the country. This will make our supplies
of blood go farther.
Dr. Bishop: i it have bet n a leader.
Da\ c m '■ loping 'In automation and
oinputerizatioit in the laboratories What
is
•
,nir aim in all this
'
Dr. Seligson: Our goal is to demonstrate
that the general purpose digital computer
is one of the major - if not the major
-
tools in the medical laboratory today. We
have been applying it in two ways.
One, to use the computer as an exten
sion of each laboratory instrument: and
the other to take the data which accumu
lates in the computer and process it rap
idly into a report for interpretation bv the
doctor. In the future, we hope to digest
all the laboratory data and utilize the com
puter for interpretation.
We hope to improve patient care with
this system by improving the quality of
data, and by improving the speed with
which we can set information back to the
physicians.
Mr. Womer: In compiling vear nd figures
for this annual report, wt foilml Ihat our
laboratory had pcrlnrnict/ more than
one million laboralorv tests' This is an
incredible number and vet we are seeing.
an average increase oj from lb lo 211 per
cent each war. Do vou see any slowdown
in this work load''
Dr. Seligson: No. It's a worldwide phe
nomenon. And to a great extent, this
continued rise is valid because it represents
the doctors' search for more detailed in
formation that will help him make deci
sions for the benefit of his patients.
Mr. Womer: Do vou think there will be
lurlher strides thai will hel/i us handle this
burgeoning volume''
Dr. Seligson: 1 think what you're asking
is whether there will be machines that
will do tests better, faster, and less expen
sively than human beings can now; and
whether computers can process data more
rapidly so that the same information does
not have to be copied and transferred and
moved by hand. I am confident the pat
terns we are setting will be successful in
helping to accomplish these improvements.
Dr. Bishop: What do you consider your
greatest challenges in [he vears ahead''
Dr. Seligson: Attracting skilled personnel
with high intellectual qualities. The
development of new equipment, compu
terization and so on, is development
hardware. We need people who have the
imagination to see the potential of such
hardware.
One of the ways, locally, that we hope
to develop such personnel is through our
newly expanded medical technology pro
gram. We now are conducting, along with
the Department of Radiology, a joint pro
gram with Quinnipiac College. We hope
to offer students a greater incentive to
obtain advanced degrees and take advan
tage of this greatly expanding field.
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Mrs. Welch: The Auxiliaiy looks upon u-
sell as a link between the hospital and
the community. Oui inemhei s tiv to
promote the welfare ol the hospital, in
line ot course with general policies, we
tiv to mterprel the hospital to the com
munitv. and in turn, the community to
Ihe hospital.
Mr. Womer
Mrs. Welch: W c have apptoximately ^7.^
members and I would say that mote than
one-half are active, in thai they participate
in programs ol one kind or another. Manv
are volunteers, hut that is only pa: t ot ou
eliorl. Others serve on groups or com
mittees, or generally promote the interests
of ihe hospital.
Dr. Bishoo
Mrs Welch \ltf. ugh many members'
husbands aie doctors or are professionally
connected with the hospital or the School
at Medicine, we have just as many who
lave no connection with the Medical Cen-
tei at all. We welcome all women of the
aiea who are interested.
Mr Womer
Mrs. Welch: Actually . the Auxiliary was
lormally organized in 1952 and Mrs. Edith
Valet Cook was installed as out first presi
dent the following year
I here were volunteers in the hospital
loi lain years heloie that, and before this
iroup was lormed. As a mattei of tact.
during World War II. many women and
prominent businessmen in the area took
instruction on how to perform ceitau
hospital tasks to help out during wartime
personnel shortages.
Dr Bishop
Mrs. Welch: Fust ol all. we share the same
office space. I here is a duect connection
between the Volunteer Office and the
Auxiliary . It was set up in this way . The
Duector ol Volunteers sits on our hoard
ot managers as an ex-offieio member and
she is considered our executive secretary
I bus. she has a dual role not only to
supervise all the volunteers, who mav or
may not be members of the Auxiliary . bill
as a paid member of the hospital stall . she
stipei vases an oll'ice for us.
Dr. Bishop
Mrs. Welch: S375.000. This has gone into
a wide variety of projects.
Dr. Bishop:
Mrs. Welch: We earn all of it through the
Carryall Shops the eoitee shop, the
gill shop and ihe gift cart that volunteers
take to patient divisions in both the New
Haven and Memorial I nits. Willi the ex
ception of paid managers of both shops
and some help in the coffee shop, all the
work in maintaining the shops is given
voluntarily. Some women have given more
than a thousand hours ot their time - and
many high school girls, and even a few
boys, have given hundreds ot hours as well
Dr. Bishop
Mrs. Welch: Well, we generally have a
good idea of how much money we will
have to work with from year lo year.
And I might add. ihe amount is grad
ually increasing every year.
The Hospital administration gives us a
list of high priority projects from which to
choose. Then our projects committee, our
executive committee and the board of
managers all vote on the ones they Hunk
ate most suited to our anticipated income
and interests.
We are interested primarily in those
proiects which directly affect patients
either by improving areas or modernizing
facilities. Occasionally we help out on
smaller projects such as one this year when
we gave funds toward the salary of a per
son who could speak Spanish lo help
patients with a language barrier.
Mr Womer:
Mrs Welch: It depends on the size and
purpose of the auxiliaries, to a great ex-
tent. Now, we ate different from many in
ihat they are allowed to do outside fund
raising. But we do not. And I Hunk for
the community and for the Hospital it's a
very good thing that we don't. There
would be too much confusion about pub-
he appeals. It certainly makes it much
easier for us. We do not involve ourselves
with teas, halls, follies, bazaars and so
forth. Our only direct effort is through
membership drives once a year; and this is
fairly low pressure.
Dr. Bishop:
Mrs. Welch: Our current project is to
renovate Eitkin 1 . This should be ready
early in 1909. Among the major projects
we have contributed toward in the past are
the lobby of the Dana Clinic Building;
renovation of the house staff lounge;
pharmacy renovation; pediatric craft
room and other areas in pediatrics:
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The Yale-New Haven Hospital has served as the teaching hospital
for the Yale University School of Medicine since the hospital was
incorporated in 1826.
In 1945, the New Haven Hospital and the Grace Hospital merged
to form the Grace-New Haven Community Hospital, and later, in
1965, a strengthened affiliation agreement between the hospital
and Yale University led to its name being changed to Yale-New
Haven Hospital.
The combined facilities of the Yale School of Medicine, the Hospital
the Yale Child Study Center, the Yale School of Nursing, the Grace-
New Haven School of Nursing, and the Yale Psychiatric Institute
constitute the Yale-New Haven Medical Center. The Connecticut
Mental Health Center is closely affiliated with it and is directed by
fulltime members of the Department of Psychiatry at Yale.
Charles B. Womer, Director
Yale-New Haven Hospital
F. C. Redlich, M.D. , Dean
Yale University School of Medicine
Number of adult and pediatric hospital beds 7d 7
Number of bassinets 116
Number of hospital clinics: 75
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
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Chairman, Department of Pediatrics
Yale University School of Medicine
For Twenty-Five Years
Medical Staff Organization
The composition of the Medical Staff on
September 30, 1968 as compared with figures










Courtesy . . . . .
Dentists and Physicians to
Outpatient Department .
Total







































Included in the above are:
*Full-time physicians
General practitioners
'Includes physicians with office; at the Veterans Admit
stratton Hospital and the Connecticut Mental Health Ce
ter who also have Yale-New Haven Hospital appomtmei
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
L-Or^pi; a". "../& -:■
' .-:. ciSsCS
For Years Ended September 30, 1968 and 1967 1968 1967
Patients discharged during the year 31,350 30,488
Patient days care rendered . ... 260,879 251,990
Average length of patients' stay (days) 8.3 8.3
Average daily patient census 713 690
Clinic visits 130,892 119,545
Emergency service visits . . . 64,920 56,666
Operations 13,158 12,841
Recovery Room cases 9,845 9,074
Deliveries 4,742 4,326
Anesthesias given . .. 16,305 15,488
Radiology examinations 94,818 81,032
Laboratory examinations . . 1,070,582 906,148
Physical Therapy treatments . . 27,020 25,598
Electrocardiology examinations 23,813 18,953
Electroencephalography examinations 1,933 1,837
Discharges























































































643 482 Special Care
16,439 17,399
8,213 7,040
Total — Newborn .
Total - All Patients
4,598 4,574
31,350 30,488
Total — Newborn .





For Years Ended September 30, 1968 and 1967 For Years Ended September 30, 1968 and 1967












































































Family Planning 1,293 645
Gynecology
— General 4,388 3,645
Gynecology
— Tumor 388 365
Obstetrics 9,368 8,823
Private Referrals 5,288 4,974





Birth Defects 312 271
Cardiac . . 2,602 2,275
Surgical and Surgical
Cardiac 415 542
Cystic Fibrosis. 365 324
Child Care 36 90
Emergency Service




Mental Retardation 136 96
Metabolism . 505 379
Nephrology. 421 370
Neurology 727 730




















GROSS REVENUE FROM SERVICESTO PATIENTS:




Clinic patients. . . ... 1,732,959









DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS REVENUE:
Contractual and other allowances












Salaries $15,156,186 $ 12,788,972
Supplies and other expenses 9,163,973 7,129,474
Depreciation 1,017,533 943.199
Total $25,337,692 $ 20,861,645
Less — Recovery of expenses from grants,
tuition, sale of services, etc. 1,876,110 1,611,115
NET OPERATING EXPENSES $23,461,582 $19,250,530
OPERATING LOSS $__ 183J>92^ $ 413.725
NON-OPERATING INCOME:
Free bed funds, Endowment income, United Fund










Due from Temporary Funds













Total — General Funds $ 8.451.282 $ 6,224,381
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS:
Cash
Investments at market value














Due from Endowment and Special Funds
Total — Temporary Funds .
PLANT FUND:
Land, buildings and equipment (net)
Construction in progress
















GrossTotal - All Funds . . .
Less, Inter-fund accounts







LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND PRINCIPAL OF FUNDS
GENERAL FUNDS:
Accounts and notes payable
Accrued expenses . . .
Deferred income . . .
Medicare advances
Connecticut Blue Cross advances
Reserve for Medicare
General Fund capital :






















ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS:
Due to General Funds . .
Due to Temporary Funds
Principal of Funds:
Free Bed

























Total — Temporary Funds $ 1,366,310 $ 934,663
PLANT FUND:
Mortgages and other payables .
Capital invested in property and equipment







Gross Total — All Funds . .
Less, Inter-fund accounts







Note: The unfunded past-service liability related to the hospital's pension plan, which is to be funded over
a period of 30 years beginning December 1, 1968, amounted to approximately $966,000 at September 30,
1968. Pension plan and annunity expense for the fiscal year ended September 30, 1968 amounted to
$180,582.
Form of Bequest
I give, devise, and bequeath to the Yale-New Haven
Hospital, in the City of New Haven, a charitable
institution organized under the laws of the State of
Connecticut, the sum of
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